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MERA System Maintenance 
 

 
During OCTOBER the Radio Shop provided the following support: 
 

 
1. Continued efforts with Federal engineering in support of MERA next gen  
2. Completed all preventative maintenance.  
3. Managed Power requirements during PSPS including refueling and prioritizing sites 
4. Replaced Sonoma to Big Rock Truepoint microwave transceiver. 
5. Replaced Civic Center to Big Rock Truepoint microwave transceiver  
6. Replaced Tam ATAC receiver #6 with spare. 
7. Replaced Civic Center ATAC receiver controller board with spare 
8. Finalized MOSCAD server paging solution to provide systems alerts to paging 

system. New solutions is Notepage. This was a result of the paging system no 
longer supporting legacy equipment. 

9. Coordinated with contractor to replaced defective fan in Prime site UPS. 
10. Replaced Big Rock Rectifier 
11. Replaced one string of batteries at PT Reyes.  
12. Replaced two strings of batteries at Burdell 
13. Restored Volunteer paging at Barnabe (not MERA equipment but related) 

 
During NOVEMBER the Radio Shop provided the following support: 
 

 
1. Continued efforts with Federal engineering in support of MERA next gen  
2. Completed all preventative maintenance.  
3. Acquired 2 additional AstroTAC spares. Put one spare into service for testing. 
4. Worked with Contractor to replace batteries for Prime site UPS. Contractor 

performed preventative maintenance as well during the maintenance window.  
5. Refueled remote sites in preparation for more PSPS and winter storms.  
6. Continued talks with Sonoma regarding Sonoma mtn to Bay hill microwave link. 
7. Addressed alarming issues with Generators at leased sites. During PSPS we were 

getting alarms at some sites. Worked with site owners to address the issue.  
8. Started work requests for San Pedro and Mill Valley for AC issues.  
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Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) Notes: 
1. MERA remained operational during the October PSPS events. No Impact to voice 

Radio Traffic was observed. 
2. Fuel was kept full before the event which provided the time needed to refuel. 
3. Every MERA site was affected. 
4. Most sites that ran were refueled during the PSPS event to insure operation 
5. Fuel coordination was done well before critical levels were reached. Typically plan 

for 2 days before delivery. 
6. Fires in Sonoma affected logistics possibly more than if fires were in Marin because 

many staff members and fuel companies are based in Sonoma County.  
7. Marin County provided Fuel for American Tower at Mt TAM to ensure MERA 

operations were not jeopardized. American Tower was having issues getting fuel 
deliveries. 

8. Fire station alerting at station may have been affected due to poor Generator 
performance. Fire station generators may not be suited well for sensitive electronics. 

9. Spare radios. Marin County DPW and MERA does not stock spares for agencies. It 
might be a good time to review if your agency needs spare radios in these events. 
Many agency spares have been put into service as fleets have grown. 
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